Cell Phone Policy

Test takers are not allowed to bring cell phones, smartphones (e.g., Android®, BlackBerry®, iPhone®), smart watches, tablets, PDAs and other electronic, listening, recording, scanning or photographic devices into the test center. Anyone found to be in possession of any of these devices inside the test center before, during or after the test administration will be dismissed, their test fees will be forfeited and their scores will be canceled. Test administrators are not permitted to collect and hold cell phones. If test takers bring cell phones into the test center and then have to leave to store them in their vehicles, they must be back before the doors to the test center are closed. Once the doors to the test center are closed, no one will be admitted, even if they have already been in the test center and left to store a cell phone. If test takers are dropped off, they must not have their cell phones in their possession. If they do, they will not be admitted to test.

Test takers are no longer permitted to wear watches in the testing rooms. Test takers will be asked to remove and store their watches before they enter the testing room. Test administrators are not permitted to hold watches for test takers.